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jeremy tankard JTT Desktop Licence

This is a Licence under the JTT Base Licence Agreement (the
“Agreement”). Terms used in this Licence have the meaning given to
them in the Agreement and in the Appendix below.

1. In consideration of the payment of the Fees, and subject to the
limitations below, we license you to use the Font and its related Software:
(a) to use or embed the Font in a digital Product, in outline or as a
rasterised image, in view and print form only, securely so the Font cannot
be extracted, is non-editable, and cannot be downloaded, removed or
accessed in a useable form, and is not part of an App Product, a
Commercial Product or an Electronic Publication; provided that your
rights as expressed above apply only to a Font sub-set: you must never
embed or include the entire Font set in any file that is accessible to
others; and
(b) to include the Font in a non-digital, tangible product in which no
element of the Software is included, and which is not a Commercial
Product.

2. This Licence is limited to the Maximum Usage. You undertake that all
devices are owned by you (and not by any other person or entity).

3. You agree that there must be no more than the following:
(a) up to, but no more than, that Maximum Usage number of separate
copies of the Software and Fonts available for use on separate devices
(such as on the hard drives of a personal or laptop computer); or instead,
where devices are networked,
(b) no more than that number of devices capable of making any use of the
Software or the Fonts at any time, whether by means of a centrally-held
copy or otherwise.

4. This Licence does not permit you to use or allow the use of Software
or any Font in any of the following ways (unless you have entered into a
separate Licence from JTT authorising you to do so):
(a) so that it may be accessed through a server or similar to edit, render
or display content
(b) in an Electronic Publication
(c) in an App Product, or a physical Product such as an eReader
(d) in a Commercial Product
(e) in TV broadcasting
(f) to render and display web content as live searchable or selectable text
(g) to make a font available to or distribute it to any device or entity that
is not licensed to use the font, or otherwise share use with another entity;
(h) to embed a sub-set of a font, its outlines or a rasterised image in a
Product such that any element of the Software may be repurposed;
(i) to embed a font in a Product where information can be updated and
displayed using the font;
(j) to use a Font in connection with font replacement technologies;
(k) to embed a Font in any Adobe Flash (SWF) based, or similar or related
technologies;
(l) to make any work that is derivative of a Font, Font image or the
Software; or
(m) make embedded use of any Font or Software on the internet, or
modify or convert it into any format that permits embedding or font
linking.

APPENDIX
In this Licence:
(a) “App Product” means a Product in which Software is securely
embedded to allow the Product content to be edited, rendered or
displayed; non-exclusive examples include software Products such as
mobile apps;
(b) “Commercial Product” means a Product which substantially relies on
a Font or a sub-set of it for its commercial or brand value; examples
include where the image of a Font or a sub-set of it (i) may be repurposed
by an end-user of it, such as a rubber stamp or an adhesive alphabet, (ii)
may not be repurposed by its end-user, but a principal characteristic of
the Product is the display of a sub-set of a Font or its attributes (this
limitation applies to but is not limited to Non-Fungible Tokens), or (iii) is
deployed as a company or brand logotype;
(c) “device” means any item through which it is possible to give
commands which are capable of being responded to by any part of the
JTT Products;
(d) “Electronic Publication” means a file that includes a Font as a
rasterised image or as outline data to display the text of a publication that
is, or is intended to be, distributed, such as (without limitation) an
electronic book, magazine or newspaper;
(e) “Font” is the Font identified in your order for JTT Products, as
confirmed in the JTT Proof of Licence document that we provide to you;
(f) “Maximum Usage” means the maximum number of devices identified
in your order for JTT Products, as confirmed in the JTT Proof of Licence
document that we provide to you;
(g) “networked” includes any form of connectivity, whether wired or
wireless, and whether through a client/server arrangement or otherwise;
and
(h) “Product” includes tangible and intangible goods and services (such
as, without limitation, software applications).
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